
 

 

 

2nd July 2021 
Dear Parents,  
As always, we are having a busy end of school year!  There has been great excitement over the last 
two weeks in Key Stage 1.  On Monday 21st June we took delivery of 10 eggs and an incubator.  
During that week, 8 of the eggs hatched and we have been looking after chicks since then!  The 
children have loved observing them, learning about them and holding them - and have even been 
responsible for cleaning their home and feeding them too. It has been lovely to have the joy and 
wonder for children and staff alike!  The chicks leave us today to be ethically re-homed by 'Living 
Eggs' and I am sure they will be missed.   
Year 3 enjoyed an evening of games and picnic teas on the field last night, which was very exciting! 
Thank you to the Year 3 staff team for organising the evening for the children.   
You will have received a letter about our Sports Day which will take place next Wednesday, 7th July. 
Children will compete within their class bubbles to earn points for their Houses - Earth, Air, Fire and 
Water.  Please make sure your child has the correct colour T-shirt, sun hat and sun cream and water 
bottle on the day.  We are sorry we are not able to invite you along this year but will take 
photographs to share and are sure that the children will enjoy taking part and cheering on other 
children from their House. 
As always, we will arrange for children to spend some time with their new teacher before the end 
of the school year, during the week beginning 12th July .  This is likely to be doing an outdoor 
activity, due to the need to continue to preserve our bubbles and COVID protective measures.  At 
this point, we will also be able to confirm staffing arrangements for the coming year.  Year 6 haven't 
been able to take part in their usual visits to secondary schools unfortunately but those moving on 
to Wallingford School were visited by their new head of year and headteacher this week. 
A reminder that term finishes at 1pm on Wednesday 21st July.  We will stagger the pick up as in 
previous terms this year and confirm timings with you before the end of term.  We will have our 
Year 6 class at their residential in North Devon that week and not back until Friday 23rd July, so 
they will have their end of year and end of primary school celebration on the field on Friday 16th 
July.  Although they can't do their usual Leavers' Assembly and other events, Ms Beckett has a fun 
day planned for them! 
 

Have a lovely weekend,  
Nicky Hughes 
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